The American Society of Forensic Odontology is pleased to announce its 51st Annual Virtual Meeting Agenda, “Earth, Wind, and Fire (and Water): The Elements and Investigative Forensics”

11 am-11:15 Opening Remarks- Dr. Phyllis Ho, President-Elect

11:15 Introduction: Dr. Robin Ainsworth

11:20-12:05 pm Ms. Andrea Zaferes, Team Lifeguards Systems, Inc. speaks on water safety and dive safety and is a Medicolegal Death Investigator.

Her presentation, “Body-Found-in-Water Death & Abuse Investigation: When Water is used as a Weapon, Why a standardized, scientific approach is needed”

12:05 pm-12:20 Dr. Robin Ainsworth moderator q & a

12:20 Introduction: Dr. Joe Adserias-Garriga

12:20-1:05 Dr. John Berketa, will present, ”Stabilization and Recovery of Incinerated Dental Remains”, 45 mins presentation.

At the request of the presenter, questions can be submitted via email to John.Berketa@adelaide.edu.au on behalf of the presenter.

1:05-Dr. Adserias-Garriga will also introduce Dr. Kenneth Aschheim

1:06-1:21: “A Brooklyn Inferno: What to Do When Radiographs Are Not Readily Available”, questions can also be directly submitted via email to the presenter (forensics@dental-nyc.com)

1:21-1:45 break
1:45: Dr. Phyllis Ho brief intro of Dr. Jacqueline Reid, Introduction of speaker: Dr. Jacqueline Reid

1:45-2:30 Mr. Thomas Sabella, Supervising Fire Marshall of the Bureau of Fire Investigation, Fire Department of New York in New York City will discuss arson investigation in, "Introduction & Overview-The Fire Investigation Process"

2:30-2:40 Break

2:40-2:55- Dr. Jacqueline Reid moderator q & a

2:55 Introduction: Ms. Amber Riley

2:55-3:40 Mr. A. Rodney Rocha, NASA engineer for the Columbia Shuttle.

His presentation is entitled, “NASA ‘Forensics’ Applied to the Post-Accident Investigation of Mission STS-107, Space Shuttle Columbia”

3:40-3:55 Ms. Amber Riley moderator q & a

3:55-4:00 Closing remarks Dr. Phyllis Ho

All times stated are Eastern Standard Time (EST=UTC-0:500)